We have so many maps of misery

OK, Let’s talk about what’s broken . . .

I’m way down that misery table

OK. I can reward your misery
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Let’s think beyond our ROLES

And think about what we can BRING

We CAN!

Solutions

MY GIFTS
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There is no ‘1 community’

Belonging - Welcome
Self Direction

It's a mosaic

Where people at the edges should be welcomed!
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The community cake

Community mix

People

Hospitable communities

Groups

Institutions

Exchange
“More hospital beds . . . ”

. . or more hospitable communities

We know which one WE would prefer!
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Have WE created segregation?

Come in and be with other lonely people!

Mini Bus Pick-up Times

But I don’t WANT to be surrounded by ‘lonely people’
Sometimes a simple good thing can be ruined

Here’s the funding . . .

. . . and here’s the rules

Oh no! Our fun idea has been turned into ‘a programme’
The vortex into which all innovation disappears!
Let’s self direct OURSELVES!

... and break free!

Hey! You can’t do that!
Let’s encourage the word ‘CITIZEN!’

I’m empowered!

I’m on my back and powerless
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Nurture Development
UK Office
2.2 Montpellier House
Montpellier Drive
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
GL50 1TY
UK
Tel: +44 (0)1242 223 877

Nurture Development
Irish Office
Nurture Development
91 Bird Avenue
Clonskeagh
Dublin 14
Ireland
Tel: +353 87 928 0998

@NurtureDev

http://nurturedevelopment.org/

info@nurturedevelopment.org